It is well known that room reverberation can significantly impair one's perception of sounds recorded by a microphone in that room. Acoustic recordings produced in untreated rooms are characterized by a hollow echolike quality resulting from not locating the microphone close to the source. In this paper we discuss a multimicrophone digital processing scheme for removing much of the degrading distortion. To accomplish this the individual microphone signals are divided into frequency bands whose corresponding outputs are cophased (delay differences are compensated) and added. Then the gain of each resulting band is set based on the cross correlation between corresponding microphone signals in that band. The reconstructed broadband speech is perceived with considerably reduced reverberation.
INTRODUCTION

It is well known that room reverberation can signifi-
locations.
In any case our present theoretical understanding of these questions is minimal and conjectural.
The overall processor was simulated on a digital computer and tested using speech recorded in a variety of actual rooms.
I. PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Assume we have signals defined by the situation shown in Fig. 1 where s(t) is some undistorted source which might be music or speech in a room. Two reverberant microphone signals x(t) and y(t) which are mathematically given by
where h(t) and g(t) are the room-impulse-response functions. These functions are assumed to be unknown; however, some generalizations may be made. We know from measurements that the "tails" of g and h are un- 
The notation can become corEusing because we are talking about sequences being sampled at several sample rates. For this reason we will not suppress the sample period in our notation. Namely x(n) will be explicitly written as x(nD). A function sampled at the lower rate T would be x(kT), where k is an integer and T is greater 
IV. SUMMARY
We have discussed a processing method which has been found to be very effective in removing reverberation.
This method consists of a cophase and add process in bands and gain switching in bands which depends on the degree of correlation between the microphone signals in each band. The operations are equivalent to a linear time-varying filter having two input ports and one output port with the filter properties depending on the shortterm spectra of the two input signals.
• The system was tested using real reverberation and was found to be quite effective in removing the long-term echo from the speech. Casual listening tests indicated that the processed speech was preferred over dichotical, -ly presented samples. Thus it appeared that the processing described was superior to that of the binaural hearing system.
